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MICR 

INTRODUCTION :– Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR), 
as defined by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), is 
the common machine language specification for the paper-based 
payment transfer system.  It consists of magnetic ink printed 
characters of a special design which can be recognized by high speed 
magnetic recognition 
equipment.  

This technology was used 
primarily by the banking 
industry to facilitate the 
processing of cheques.  This 
series of readable characters 
provides the receiving party 
with information needed for 
processing the check including: check number, bank routing number, 
checking account number and in some cases the amount of the check. 
Unlike barcodes or similar technologies, however, MICR codes can 
be easily read by humans. 

The ANSI committee has mandated precise requirements for MICR 
fonts, toner signal strength, MICR registration, toner adhesion, and 
for paper grain and moisture content. A similar Canadian group issued 
the CPA 006 standards for Canada. 

 

  



MIRC Printing:-Checks can be ordered with the MICR Characters 
already printed in the clear band of each check.  This is known as a 
pre-printed check; these checks are typically printed by a production 

house utilizing high speed impact equipment 
and ship based on minimum order 
quantities.  Pre-printed checks can be costly if 
purchased in small quantities.  

Another option is to order blank checks where the MICR Characters 
are printed at the same time you print the checks.  Other checks are 
typically printing using a laser printer on a blank check stock, in this 
case the MICR line is printed at the point in time when the check is 
created and the MICR line often contains the amount.  When check 
printing is done in-house it is important to verify that all of the 
necessary elements for printing the MICR Line are in place.  In order 
to printer your checks you will need a check writing software, which 
provides check formatting, blank check stock, MICR Toner, as well 
as a printer capable of printing MICR.         

MICR characters are printed in special typefaces with a magnetic ink 
or toner, usually containing iron oxide. As a machine decodes the 
MICR text, it first magnetizes the characters in the plane of the paper. 
Then the characters are passed over a MICR read head, a device 
similar to the playback head of a tape recorder. As each character 
passes over the head it produces a unique waveform that can be easily 
identified by the system. 

  



MICR Toner:-  MICR Toner provides the ability to print checks on 
demand using a desktop laser printer with blank check stock.  The 
toners are formulated with a special grade of magnetic iron oxide 
which provides the characters with a magnetic signal.  Should you 
attempt to print checks with standard (non-
magnetic) toner the characters will appear 
visually to be correct, but they will not be 
magnetically readable by a reader-sorter.  The 
net results are check rejects at the clearing 
center and often times additional check 
processing charges imposed by the banks.  

Some areas to consider when deciding which MICR Toner cartridge 
to purchase include:  cartridge type (new or remanufactured), 
cartridge brand (manufacturer) and cartridge price.  Purchasing 
premium cartridges, a cartridge which has not been previously used, 
typically provides more reliable cartridge performance and consistent 
yields (or total number of prints per cartridge).  When purchasing a 
remanufactured cartridge, yields and consistency can often be 
compromised.  

 

  



FONTS used in MICR printing:- The major MICR fonts used 

around the world are E-13B and CMC-7. In the 1960s, the MICR 
fonts became a symbol of modernity or futurism, leading to the 
creation of look-alike "computer" typefaces that imitated the 
appearance of the MICR fonts, which unlike real MICR fonts, had a 
full character repertoire. 

The 14 characters of the E-13B font. The control characters 
bracketing each numeral block are (from left to right) transit, on-
us, amount, and dash. 

MICR characters are fixed width. Each number or symbol occupies 
exactly 1/8 of an inch. The actual numbers or symbols themselves 
have one of 5 different widths, and must be positioned exactly within 
the fixed character cell. If the numbers or symbols aren't positioned 
correctly, then certain pairs of numbers or symbols will not read 
correctly. 

Almost all Indian, US, Canadian and UK cheques use the E-13B font. 
(The "13" in the font's name refers to the 0.013 inch grid used to 
design it.) Besides decimal digits it also contains the following 

symbols: ⑆ (transit: used to delimit a bank branch routing transit 

number), ⑇ (amount: used to delimit a transaction amount), ⑈ (on-us: 

used to delimit a customer account number), and ⑉ (dash: used to 

delimit parts of numbers, e.g., routing numbers or account numbers). 

The MICR line at the bottom of a check encodes three or four 
separate items. If the check is longer than 6.5 inches, the left most 



field is the Auxiliary On-Us. It usually has the check number in it. If 
the check is 6.5 inches or less in length, this field is not present. 

The next area (to the right) is the Transit field. This identifies the 
bank or institution. Next, (to the right), is the On-Us field, which is 
usually the business or person's bank account number. Finally, the 
right most area, which appears blank when the check is printed, is the 
Amount field. The check amount is filled in by the bank or another 
processing authority. 

 

 

 

  



WHY MICR:- The most difficult challenge to be solved was 
enabling the machine to read the necessary information from checks, 
deposit slips, and other routine documents. Techniques involving 
photo-electric scanning of characters and codes printed in a variety of 
colors and fluorescent inks were examined. All displayed a common 
fault. Such schemes were successful when tested in the laboratory 
under controlled conditions. However, when required to scan material 
on which the characters were overprinted with cancellation stamps, 
endorsements, and the like, the error and reject rates rose to 
prohibitive levels. 

A breakthrough on this problem came with the development of 
techniques for reading magnetically characters printed in a black ink 
containing particles of a magnetisable oxide. Because the reading 
element is sensitive only the magnetized ink, subsequent overprinting 
or visual obliteration has no effect on the machine's ability to read.  

The use of magnetic printing allows the characters to be read reliably 
even if they have been overprinted or obscured by other marks, such 
as cancellation stamps. The error rate for the magnetic scanning of a 
typical check is smaller than with optical character 
recognition systems. For well printed MICR documents, the "can't 
read" rate is usually less than 1% while the substitution rate (misread 
rate) is in the order of 1 per 100,000 characters. 

The magnetic technique has the additional advantage that if two 
checks go through together--for example, if they are stapled, the 
magnetic head, by reading through the top check, senses the second 
check. The machine thus rejects such a "double." 


